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From the Principal’s Desk
In Loving Memory
`

Ms. Neeru Nayyer
On every soldier's tombstone
should be a message of honour,
respect and love:
"In loving memory
of one who loved his country,
who fought against evil
to preserve what is right and true and good.
In loving memory
of one who is a cut above the rest of us,
who had the surpassing courage,
the uncommon strength,
to do whatever had to be done,
persevering through hardships and pain.
In loving memory
of one who was brave enough
to give his life, his all,
so that those he cared about
would remain safe and free.
In loving memory
of a unique and treasured soldier
who will never be forgotten."
- Joanna Fuchs
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Monsoon Trek to Prabhalgad
The excitement was palpable right from the time we filled the forms for our school trek scheduled for 24th- 26th July, 2015. The
weeks preceding the trip seemed long and never ending. On 24th morning at 6 a.m. we assembled at our school quadrangle. After
the necessary formalities, we recited a prayer and finally boarded our buses. The two and a half hour drive was scenic and by midmorning we reached our destination at Pune. As we were two fifty of us, we were segregated in teams and commenced our tasks
at this aptly titled place called “Adventure Plus”. Our initial task included activities which tested our physical and mental
endurance, stamina levels, and speed. The package included high rope challenges, rock climbing, rappelling, archery, rifle shooting,
and quadruped soldier combat skills. The experience was similar to the obstacle training regimes followed by soldiers at training
camps.
It was noon by the time we completed the allotted activities and we were totally
exhausted. Covered with grime, mud and dirt my knees buckled due to these
strenuous activities. I realized how absolutely daring it must be for our army
contingents to follow such a demanding, rigorous schedule daily while we stood
drained and ravenous in a matter of just a few hours! We freshened up and
headed for lunch .After the break we set out for exciting water activities which
included Kayaking which was a thrilling experience .By evening we were ready
to board our bus which would take us to our hotel - ZARAS RESORT where
we were to spend two nights
.After we reached the resort, a much needed power nap after which we gathered in the main hall and were made to play some
team building and leadership games that taught us to coexist in harmony with peers , encouraging exchange of ideas and
practicing patience and tolerance .Next on the agenda was dinner followed by the most awaited DJ night .By midnight we retired
to bed happily.
The annoying sound of the alarm woke me up from the deepest slumber by five
a.m. Breakfast and bath had to be hurried up and we packed all our trekking gear.
We were provided the itinerary of the day and briefed about the trek protocols
.Quickly we settled in our seats in our buses as we were excited to begin our climb
.What followed next was a complete turnaround of events .On reaching the
highway , we were caught in a massive traffic jam . For three hours we were stuck
in the bottleneck with no respite in sight. The school authorities found out from
the local traffic control room that there was some restoration job being carried out
on the express way and was likely to last for a few more hours.
It was an absolute „Catch 22‟ situation. Should we abort our mission and head
back or take a chance? After some minutes of brain storming, our teachers
decided that we would return to the resort .All of us were disheartened but we
knew this was best and only solution keeping in mind our best interest and
safety .Back at the resort, we played a few games, had lunch and to our
pleasant surprise we were told that we would be taken for trek at a nearby
called the „Hummock hills „. With renewed vigor we ascended the path up to
the hills .The climb up was steep and slippery and we had to be extra cautious.
We slowly but surely reached the penultimate point on the hill.
The panoramic view of the landscape was breathtaking! The lush green
surroundings and the sounds of the rain made me feel as if I was a part of
nature. I captured this beauty in the recesses of my mind so I could relive it.
The descent was comparatively easier .Sleep that night didn‟t require much
effort. Early next morning we left for our journey back home. I reminisced
over the past two days and even though we encountered a slight glitch in the
agenda, eventually our trekking plans could be executed successfully albeit at a
different venue. I learnt in that moment that being responsive instead of
reactive in unprecedented situations ensures more efficiency and productivity.
To sum it all up, James Whitakers‟ wonderful quote comes to my mind, “You
don‟t really conquer a mountain. You conquer yourself!!!”

Are we doing enough to stop corruption?
Corruption has engulfed the truth of life. Though people have started realising the impact of corruption and are trying to treat
it, it is not retreating as it had started to soar. It has almost eradicated truth and belief but the slightest of crystals of hope have yet not
been destroyed completely. Now the question arises that “Are we doing enough to stop corruption?” In my opinion, we are not. We
hope for a better tomorrow but we do not improve the present. The politicians and the government machinery are not the only ones
to be blamed but we are also a part of the guilty. Unless we change our way of thinking, corruption won‟t stop. We light a spark of
hope within others and think that corruption will diminish some day but just by saying, thinking or to complain about the same, no
difference will be made.
To bring about change in the condition of the society, which has been hypnotised by the evil of corruption, we
need to execute what we think or preach. If saying becomes making people aware, thinking transforms into executing
the thoughts and complaining becomes protesting for it,8 then surely we can think of the positive outcome of making
India corruption free, making it a country free in true sense
Don‟t strive to stop corruption, endeavour to eradicate it!

Ruhi Jain, IX- A
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